Great Lakes Segway
Segway PT Rental Waiver of Liability
1. I am aware that operating a Segway PT involves many inherent risks, dangers and hazards
including but not limited to traffic conditions, weather conditions, exposed stones, earth, ice,
trees and other natural objects, exposed holes, impact or collision with other machines, the
failure to operate the machine in a safe fashion, the negligence of others.
2. I agree to wear approved headgear at all times while using the Segway PT.
3. I voluntarily assume all of the risks of injury, death and property damage, personal and third
party, regardless of cause.
4. I understand clearly that by agreeing to this release I and my heirs and/or agents will be
forever prevented from suing or otherwise claiming against Great Lakes Segway, its
officers, employees and/or agents, for any loss or damages connected with any property
loss or personal injury that I sustain or that I cause to others or their property, while
operating the Segway PT whether or not such loss or injury is caused solely or partly by the
negligence of Great Lakes Segway, its officers, employees and/or agents.

5. I accept for use this equipment as is and accept full responsibility for the care of the
equipment while it is in my possession. I commit to return the equipment by the agreed
time/date to the location specified by Great Lakes Segway. In the same, clean condition.
6. I accept responsibility for the prompt replacement at full retail value of all rental equipment
not returned and agree to pay for repair, as specified by Great Lakes Segway or its agents
of equipment returned in a damaged condition, as specified in the damage waiver form.
7. I avow that I am not taking medication that will impair my judgment or ability to control the
Segway PT.
8. I agree that I will not operate the Segway PT while under the influence of alcohol or
any illegal substance.
9. I agree to be the sole operator of the Segway PT while it is in my care.
10. I agree to obey all instructions and directions given to me by any officer, employee or agent
of Great Lakes Segway.
11. I state that I have read this release of liability and understand it and agree to all terms and
conditions contained herein.
I agree to the terms listed above:
Signed name: x_________________________

Printed name: x_________________________

Phone: _______________________________

Email:_________________________________

Parent or Legal Guardian (required if rider is under the age of 18): x_______________________
Dated: ___ / ___ / ___

Driver’s License #: ____________________________

Please read and sign back side of form

Great Lakes Segway, LLC.
Segway PT Rental Damage Waiver
1. I accept for use this equipment as is and accept full responsibility for the care of the
equipment while it is in my possession. I commit to return the equipment by the agreed
time/date to the location specified by Great Lakes Segway in the same, clean condition.
2. I accept responsibility for the prompt replacement at full retail value of all rental equipment
not returned and agree to pay for repair, as specified by Great Lakes Segway or its agents
of equipment returned in a damaged condition, as specified in the Segway Rental Waiver of
Liability.
Segway PT damage replacement costs
Replacement
Description
cost
Tire's in good condition/No Flats
$140.00
Battery's still intact/Working properly
$857.00
Segway hub damaged or missing
$20.00
Kickstand bent or broken
$50.00
Fenders scratch or dented
$50.00
Lean Steer scratched or dented
$322.00
Face plate over indicators dented/scratched or missing
$42.00
Power cable missing
$10.00
Segway mats torn or missing
$108.00
Info Key damaged
$200.00
(scratches, dents, missing or broken buttons)
Any water damage to the Segway
$5,999.00
Any error codes from info key
$52.50 and up
Info Key Dock on Segway broken
$20.00
Segway decals scratched or missing
$55.00
Lean steer frame rests in proper position

Yes

No

I agree to the terms listed above and will reimburse Great Lakes Segway or its affiliates for damages
incurred during my rental:
Signed name: x_________________________

Printed name: x_________________________

Parent or Legal Guardian (required if rider is under the age of 18): x_______________________
Dated: ___ / ___ / ___

